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Abstract: Satellite laser communication is a promising technology for the next-generation commu-
nication system. Its communication performance is subject to the APT beam-pointing accuracy.
One of the most important problems is reducing the coaxiality error before the APT starts working.
However, the coaxiality error is difficult to correct effectively owing to the lack of empirical guidance
based on qualitative analysis. We study the inducement that will generate coaxiality errors. The
mathematical model of the influence of the CCR dihedral angle error and planeness error on the
spot centroid measurement are built, and an analysis is performed. The model of the beam-pointing
error induced by the APT element’s assembly error is built, and the pointing error change rule is
explored. Furthermore, the coaxiality performance simulation is performed in the presence of a CCR
geometrical error while considering the assembly error. The results show that the coaxiality error has
a nonlinear characteristic. The CCR planeness error has a greater influence on coaxiality deviation
than that of dihedral angle error under certain conditions. This research is relevant to the design and
test work of the APT system.

Keywords: space laser communication; coaxiality; cube corner retro-reflector; assembly error;
beam-pointing accuracy

1. Introduction

For the convenience of reading, most acronyms and symbols used here are listed in
Table 1.

Satellite laser communication received global attention for its high-speed communica-
tion rate, good confidentiality, small size, and lightweight terminal. Its communication rate
is two orders of magnitude higher than conventional satellite microwave communication,
which can reach the Gbps level [1–3]. In the early stage of the proposition of this technique,
the communication terminals were mainly used for principle verification, and scientists
have conducted many experimental verifications between different links, such as LEO-LEO
(Low Earth Orbit), LEO-MEO (Medium Earth Orbit), LEO-GEO (Geosynchronous Earth
Orbit) and GEO-GEO links. However, after decades of development, networking com-
munication engineering applications, such as the Star Link plan of Space X Ltd., Cardiff,
UK, the Europe data relay system (EDRS) [4], and China’s sky and earth integrated in-
formation network gradually stepped onto the stage [5]. Therefore, the development of
technology has put forward a higher standard for the performance of the terminal [6]. In a
typical satellite laser communication system, a communication modulation subsystem, a
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beam-pointing subsystem (also known as APT (Acquisition, Pointing, and Tracking)), and
a telescope subsystem are required. The beam-pointing subsystem is mainly responsible
for controlling the incoming and outgoing beam direction for the acquisition, tracking, and
pointing of the target in advance, but the pointing beam is very narrow, and the beam
width used in communication links is usually tens of microradians, hence a little pointing
error angle will lead to an increase in the communication error rate, or even cause the
interruption of the link. Therefore, the beam-pointing accuracy is very important [7]. Thus,
precise pointing mechanisms (such as a fast-steering mirror) are usually used to improve
the beam-pointing angle when the terminal is launched into orbit [8]. Before the system
begins to communicate, the target must be stably tracked (i.e., the incoming beam angle
must be accurately obtained) by a fine tracking path. The point-ahead mirror controls the
communication beam, causing it to rotate by a small angle relative to the direction of the
incoming beam and point towards the target satellite. Therefore, if there is an inherent error
in the angle between the transmitting and receiving paths, the point-ahead beam direction
will deviate from the ideal angle during communication, which is called a coaxiality error
(CE). A CE will significantly affect the performance of the APT system, such as acquisition
probability and link stability. Before a satellite is launched into orbit and prepared to
capture the target, the CE requires rigorous calibration such that the transmitting and
receiving paths are parallel to each other. The beam can then point precisely toward the
target bearing. However, various factors influence coaxiality errors, such as assembly,
vibration and detection system errors [9], making it difficult to reduce the CE. Hence,
rigorous corrective measures are required to reduce the CE based on the measurement
results.

Table 1. Variables and parameters detail explanation.

Abbreviation Explanation Symbol Explanation

APT Acquisition, pointing, and tracking GEO Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
CCR Cube corner retro-reflector OPD Optical path difference
EDRS Europe data relay system δ Dihedral angle error

CE Coaxiality error W (,) Wavefront
PAA Point-ahead angle ∆d CCR Geometrical error
FSM Fast-steering mirror ds OPD (dihedral angle error induced)
FM Folding mirror dt OPD (planeness error induced)
Az Azimuth N1, N2... Newton’s rings
El Elevation α Angle rotated around the x-axis

PAM Point-ahead mirror β Angle rotated around the y-axis
CCD Charge coupled device γ Angle rotated around the z-axis
LEO Low Earth Orbit ε Angle between vectors
MEO Medium Earth Orbit

Generally, the cube corner retro-reflector (CCR) is used in coaxiality calibration because
of its good beam back-reflection characteristic. Wang et al. [10] used the CCR to measure
the accuracy of the CE and point-ahead angle. The laser source emits communication light,
and the light is transferred throughout the APT system. The CCR is set at the surface
of the telescope, then the communication light is reflected back into the APT system by
CCR and transferred to the surface of the acquisition detector. In this way, the CE can
be determined by measuring the displacement between the centroid of the incoming and
outgoing beam faculae. Thus, the errors leading to CE can be introduced in every unit
when the beam passes through. Among the inducements of CE, the most important factors
are CCR geometric errors (which are mainly dihedral angle error and planeness error) and
APT elements assembly errors. The assembly error mainly refers to the reflector elements’
posture error or the rotation error of the APT axis, which will directly affect the beam-
pointing direction. On the other hand, because light diffracts when it pass through any
objects, if the beam is reflected by the CCR, the faculae is affected not only by the APT
reflector elements but also by the CCR. Under general conditions, however, the faculae
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distortion caused by the reflector elements can be ignored during the calibration process.
Thus the faculae centroid error is mainly caused by the dihedral angle error and planeness
error from the CCR. The dihedral error is caused by the perpendicular error angle between
two faces of the CCR, while the planeness error is caused by the unevenness of each face of
the CCR. These two factors can affect the spot energy distribution and reduce coaxiality.
Presently, some researchers introduced the influence of the reflective element assembly
error on beam-pointing accuracy of the APT system. For example, Yu et al. [11] investigated
the static position errors during the assembly of the HY-2 satellite optical communication
terminal, while Wu et al. examined the pointing error caused by the axis error angle in a
periscope-type APT [12]. The dihedral angle error and planeness error of the CCR and their
influence on the laser spot energy distribution have been studied extensively, for example,
by Weng, who analyzed the planeness error of the CCR, establishing the mathematical
model of planeness error [13], and by Nie, who analyzed the CCR geometric error and
studied the far-field diffractive characteristics of the CCR [14]. However, the CE has not
been studied in the presence of assembly error.

Moreover, considering the CCR error, in some studies, the CCR is only used to calibrate
the signal-receiving-transmission coaxial sub-module of the APT but not the whole APT
system [15]. Therefore, some factors have not been considered in previous studies. Hence,
this study mainly focuses on the characteristics of the CE change rule, attempting to analyze
the influence of coupling factors on the CE and focusing on the challenge of establishing
the analysis model under the influence of coupling factors. The solution to this problem
can effectively help us obtain the variation characteristics of the CE, improving assembly
efficiency and enhancing the performance of the APT systems.

This study examines the geometric error of the CCR and the assembly error of the APT
system, establishes the CE analysis model, and investigates the change characteristics. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The CE measurement method based on
CCR is introduced in the Section 2. In the Section 3, the influence of the dihedral angle error
and planeness error of the CCR on the wavefront is analyzed. The coaxiality is studied in
the presence of assembly error while considering CCR error in the Section 4. The discussion
and conclusion are presented in the Sections 5 and 6.

2. Coaxiality Measurement Method

The CE of the APT system is primarily influenced by the error of the angle between
the transmitting optical path (beam outgoing path) and the communication optical path
(beam receiving path). The point-ahead mirror usually works in an open loop. However,
for satellite laser communication, coaxiality is usually constrained at the microradian
level; hence, a special on-orbit calibration scheme is needed to reduce the CE. The CE
measurement system based on CCR is illustrated in Figure 1. Here, a periscope-type APT
is selected as the research target. The CE detection process is as follows. The signal beam is
sent out from the laser source, and then the beam is expanded by the lens. Afterward, the
beam is reflected by the point-ahead mirror (PAM), Mirror 1, fast-steering mirror (FSM),
azimuth folding mirror, and elevation folding mirror sequentially. Then, the beam goes
out of the APT system, is reflected by the CCR, and goes back in the same direction. Then,
the beam is reflected by the elevation folding mirror, azimuth folding mirror, FSM, and
Mirror 2. The blue arrows denote the direction of outgoing light, and the green arrows
denote the direction of incoming light.

Finally, the beam is focused on the surface of the CCD (Charge-coupled Device). The
CE can be determined by measuring the displacement deviation between the centroid of
the reflected spot and the detector center. Suppose that the beam transmits through the
APT system. In such instances, the beam direction will deflect from the original direction
when the mirror is error assembled, and the laser spot energy distribution is destroyed
by the CCR with a geometrical machining error. Under the joint action of both errors, the
spot centroid will deviate from the detector center. It is important to note that the PAA and
FSM’s position errors are mainly relevant when the APT is powered on. This kind of error
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can be corrected based on the feedback signal from the position detector, such as the eddy
current sensor. So, the assembly error of Mirror 1, Mirror 2, azimuth folding mirror, and
elevation folding mirror are under primary consideration.
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In Figure 1, the acronyms have the following meanings: CCR refers to the cube
corner retro-reflector; El FM refers to the elevation folding mirror; Az FM refers to the
azimuth folding mirror; PAM refers to the point ahead mirror; M1 refers to the Mirror 1;
and M2 refers to the Mirror 2. O-xyz is the coordinate of the APT system, where axis o-x
is parallel to the laser, o-z is parallel to the azimuth axis, and o-y can be defined by the
right-hand principle.

3. Error Modeling and Analysis

This part mainly focuses on the modeling of the geometrical error of the CCR, after
which the wavefront transmission error is analyzed. Based on this analysis, the energy
distribution of the backscattered light spots from the CCR is simulated, and the influence
of assembly error on beam-pointing accuracy is also analyzed.

3.1. Geometrical Error of CCR

The CCR is a tetrahedral prism with three orthogonal surfaces. If the beam incidence
is directed toward the CCR, it will be retro-reflected by three mirrors and produce six
reflection sequences (123, 132, 213, 231, 312, and 321). Hence, the spot will be divided into
six equally sized sectors (shown in Figure 2a), and the outgoing beam will be parallel to the
income beam but in the opposite direction. As mentioned earlier, there are two kinds of
machining errors along with the CCR: dihedral error angle and planeness error. Generally,
as shown in Figure 2a, the three surfaces obey the following rule: OAB⊥OBC⊥OAC.
However, if there is a dihedral angle error, the angle ceases to be 90◦ and will be 90◦−δij
instead (where δij represents the error angle between OAC and OBC, OAB and OAC, and
OAB and OBC, and i and j = 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 2b shows the geometrical error of the CCR, where W(x, y) is the wavefront of
the reflected beam when there is no geometrical error, and n is the normal. Accordingly,
W(x’, y’) represents the distorted wavefront of the reflected beam from the CCR along with
the dihedral angle error and planeness error, and n’ is the normal. Thus, from Figure 2b, the
optical path difference (OPD) induced by the CCR geometrical error can be described as

∆d = n(BC− AB− AD). (1)

Because the geometrical error has two parts, the optical path difference can therefore
be written as

∆d = ds + dt. (2)

In Equation (2), ds represents the OPD induced by the dihedral angle error, and dt
represents the OPD induced by the planeness error. When a ray of light is reflected, the
reflection process can be described as

A′ = A− 2(A · N)N. (3)

In Equation (3), A = (Ax, Ay, Az) is the vector of the incoming beam, and A′ = (A′x, A′y,
A′z) is the vector of the reflected beam. Suppose that δ12, δ23, and δ31 are the dihedral angle
error of OAC and OBC, OAB and OAC, and OAB and OBC, respectively, then the normal
of Surfaces I, II, and III can be obtained.

N1 = (cos(δ12), 0, sin(δ12)) × (cos(δ31), sin(δ31), 0)
N2 = (sin(δ12), 0, cos(δ12)) × (0, sin(δ23), cos(δ23)).
N3 = (sin(δ31), cos(δ31), 0) × (0, cos(δ23), sin(δ23))

(4)

Because δ12, δ23, δ31 is very small, the normals N1, N2, and N3 can thus be rewritten as
N1 = (δ12, 0, δ12) × (δ31, δ31, 0); N2 = (δ12, 0, δ12) × (0, δ23, δ23); and N3 = (δ31, δ31, 0) × (0,
δ23, δ23). In this way, the laser’s vector going through the three reflectors can be written
as follows:

Through Surface I : A′11 = A11 − 2(A11 · N1)N1; (5)

Through Surface II : A′12 = A12 − 2(A12 · N2)N2 = A′11 − 2
(

A′11 · N2
)

N2; (6)

Through Surface III : A′23 = A23 − 2(A23 · N3)N3 = A′12 − 2
(

A′12 · N3
)

N3. (7)
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The derived out-ray vectors need to convert into the coordinate in Figure 2b through
the transformation described in [16] so that the wavefront solving model can be deduced.

mx + ny + lz = 0
z = ds = −(mx + ny)/l,

(8)

where m, n, and l are the three components of the vector A′23. According to Equations (5)–(8),
we can derive the OPD of six sectors induced by the dihedral angle error.

If the surface has a planeness error, its shape is a sphere with a large curvature;
therefore, the different position has a different normal. Suppose the additional small
quantity caused by the tangential deviation from the ideal reflection point due to the
planeness error is not considered. In that case, the composition OPD caused by planeness
error is the summation of the OPD caused by three reflection points on three surfaces,
which can be described as

dt = ∑
j

∆(x, y) cos θi . . . j = 1, 2, 3 dt = ∑
j

∆(x, y) cos θi . . . j = 1, 2, 3. (9)

In Equation (9), j = 1, 2, 3, which represents different reflective surfaces, (x, y) is the
coordinate of the point, and θi represents the ray incoming angle of every point. Suppose
that the curvature of a surface is Ri and the vertex of the aperture is in the center of the
sector. The expression of the surface with the shape error can then be written as

(x− x0)
2 + (y− y0)

2 + (z + Ri)
2 = Ri

2. (10)

Generally, the Newtonian rings (N1, N2, N3...) are used to evaluate the planeness
of a CCR surface, and the conversion relationship can be found in [17]. According to
Equations (1)–(10), the OPD of the CCR with dihedral angle error and planeness error can
be deduced.

Based on the above analysis, the wavefront simulation is performed in MATLAB,
and the results can be seen in Figure 3a–i. The results show that if only the dihedral
angle error exists, the wavefront is a regular pattern composed of fan-shaped surfaces
of different sizes. If only the surface error exists, the wavefront shape is a regular shape
surrounded by six petal-shaped surfaces. If both errors exist, its shape combines the two
wavefront shapes. Because the CE is determined according to the beam spot centroid, the
beam energy distribution simulation of the reflected laser by the CCR must be performed.
In Figure 4a–c, the simulation results are shown, including the reflected beam energy
distribution of the CCR without error, only dihedral angle error, only planeness error, and
both errors. From the results, we can find that different kinds of CCR geometrical errors
have different influences on the spot energy distribution. When both errors exist, the spot
energy distribution becomes very messy.

3.2. Influence of Assembly Error on Pointing Accuracy

Another factor affecting CE is assembly error, which mainly contains reflector and
axis assembly errors. The reflectors in Figure 1 can be divided into three kinds. The first
kinds are the FSM and PAM; these two mirrors will give feedback on the rotation angle
information and correct the rotation error based on the feedback signal. The second kind of
mirror is Mirrors 1 and 2, which are only used to fold the beam direction. The third kinds
of mirrors are the azimuth and elevation folding mirrors. These two mirrors will introduce
a CE if they are not well assembled before being utilized, which may cause axis bounce
because the CE is measured in a static state; hence, the axis bounce is not considered here.
Furthermore, suppose the azimuth axis and elevation axis are not strictly perpendicular
(or parallel) to the reference coordinate system after assembly. In that case, it will lead to
another rotation error in the folding mirror relative to the reference coordinate (because the
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axis and folding mirrors are rigidly connected). Based on the above analysis, it is necessary
to simulate the influence of an assembly error on the beam-pointing direction.
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According to Coordinate o-xyz in Figure 1, take the M1 as the target, and assuming
that the rotation error angle induced by assembly error around x, y, and z are αM1, βM1 and
γM1, then the rotation matrix of M1 around x, y, and z are

Rx
M1 =

1 0 0
0 cos αM1 sin αM1
0 − sin αM1 cos αM1

, Ry
M1 =

cos βM1 0 − sin βM1
0 1 0

sin βM1 0 cos βM1

, Rz
M1 =

 cos γM1 sin γM1 0
− sin γM1 cos γM1 0

0 0 1


According to Figure 1, the normal of M1 is NM1 = [

√
2/2, −

√
2/2, 0]; therefore, its new

normal after rotation is
N′M1 = Rx

M1Ry
M1Rz

M1NM1. (11)

According to Equation (3), we can drive out the reflection matrix of M1 as follows:

A′M1 = E− 2N′M1(N′M1)
T
= E− 2Rx

M1Ry
M1Rz

M1NM1

(
Rx

M1Ry
M1Rz

M1NM1

)T
. (12)

From Figure 1, we can determine the outgoing beam reflection order, which is
PAM→M1, →FSM→Az FM→El FM, and the reflection order of the incoming beam is
El FM→Az FM→FSM→M2. At last, for the beam incidence on the surface of the detector,
assuming that the vector of the laser from the laser source is Aout = [1, 0, 0], then the
outgoing beam vector A′out can be written as

A′out = AEl AAz AFSM AM1 APAM · Aout. (13)

Assuming that the incoming beam vector is Ain = [0, 0,−1], then similar to Equation (13),
the beam vector A′in in the front of the detector after it passes through the system can
be derived.

A′ in = AM2 AFSM AAz AEl · Ain (14)

The vector A′′out is [0, 0, 1]. When Aout passes through the APT system, which is
without error, and assuming that A′′in is the vector when Ain passes through the system
without error, A′′in can be written as [0, 1, 0]. We can obtain the error angle through the
vector angle formula depending on the vector angle formula.

ε = arccos
(

A′ · A′′
|A′||A′′ |

)
(15)

According to Equation (15), we can derive the pointing error angle between A′out and
A′′out, A′i, and A′′in. The beam-pointing error under different assembly errors is performed.
The results can be viewed in Figure 5a–f. The control variate method is adopted in the
simulation, assuming we take one of the assembly error values from 0.001◦ to 0.005◦ and
set other element’s assembly errors to 0.001◦, 0.003◦, and 0.005◦ in different groups. For
example, to obtain the point error, we take the assembly error of M1, Az axis, Az FM, El axis,
and El FM as 0.001◦, rotate M2 by 0.001◦, 0.003◦, and 0.005◦, and then record the deviation
angles of the incoming light and outgoing light in the corresponding states. Figure 5a–f
shows that the assembly error has a nonlinear influence on beam-pointing error, and that
the influence of the azimuth axis and azimuth folding mirror, as well as the elevation
axis mirror and elevation folding mirror, on beam-pointing accuracy is almost uniformly
distributed. This proves that the folding mirror is rigidly connected to the axis. Moreover,
in each set of data, there exists an intersection point where the pointing error has the same
value, and the position of the intersection point will be increased if the assembly error
increases. Furthermore, before the intersection point, the closer the elements to the light
source, the greater the effect of the assembly error on the beam offset error angle; however,
after the intersection point, the opposite tendency was observed.
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4. Coaxiality Error Analysis

The influence of assembly error on beam-pointing accuracy and the influence of
the CCR geometrical error (planeness error and dihedral angle error) on the spot energy
distribution are analyzed separately. However, the variation characteristics of the CE
under the coupling effect of the two factors are unclear. Therefore, further research is
necessary. In a typical APT system, the CE measurement method based on CCR calculates
the deviation between the centroid of the retro-reflected laser spot and the detector’s
center. The determination of the retro-reflected beam-spot centroid is usually solved by the
centroid method.

x0 =

(
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

iI(x, y)
/ m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

I(x, y)

)
, y0 =

(
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

jI(x, y)
/ m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

I(x, y)

)
(16)

Then, the CE can be calculated based on the angle measurement principle. The CE
caused by the CCR and assembly error simulation is performed using Zemax software.
We assume that the convergence lens is ignored in the system and that all the optical
elements have no deformation. In each simulation group, we suppose the CCR geometrical
error is fixed and gradually increases the assembly error of different APT elements. The
distance of the beam’s route from where it is being emitted to where it is being reflected
by the CCR and, lastly, where it is being received by the detector is 602 mm, the size of
the detector is 6 mm × 6 mm, the pixel number is 350 × 350, and the size of each pixel
is approximately 17 um in the simulation. We record the centroid position of the facula
on the detector surface with or without CCR, and then calculate the CE based on the two
facula centroid positions and the length of the optical path. The results can be viewed in
Tables 2–7. Compared to the data in Tables 2 and 6, the planeness error has a great influence
on CE, and the error increases by one order of magnitude when other conditions are equal,
compared to Figures 2 and 3.
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Table 2. Spot centroid error at δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0.001◦ and N1 = N2 = N3 = 0.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 18 18 23 10
0.002 37 17 36 9
0.003 61 13 53 10
0.004 83 19 61 10
0.005 102 21 71 13

Table 3. Spot centroid error at δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0.003◦ and N1 = N2 = N3 = 0.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 39 29 38 19
0.002 73 31 40 31
0.003 77 29 61 33
0.004 107 30 75 43
0.005 133 25 86 34

Table 4. Spot centroid error at δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0◦ and N1 = N2 = N3 = 0.01.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 166 137 144 141
0.002 192 142 147 136
0.003 219 141 153 127
0.004 245 145 157 124
0.005 264 139 162 134

Table 5. Spot centroid error at δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0◦ and N1 = N2 = N3 = 0.006.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 112 86 91 79
0.002 138 85 98 81
0.003 165 90 112 79
0.004 192 84 111 83
0.005 232 88 130 82
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Table 6. Spot centroid error at δ1 = δ2 = 0.001◦, δ3 = −0.001◦, and N1 = N2 = N3 = 0.031.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 646 683 690 692
0.002 629 678 692 689
0.003 599 677 686 681
0.004 572 684 699 685
0.005 548 683 700 673

Table 7. Spot centroid error at δ1 = 0.001◦, δ2 = 0.002◦, and δ3 = −0.003◦; and N1 = 0.031, N2 = 0.015,
and N3 = 0.01.

Assembly Error (◦)

Assembly Elements

M1 M2 Az FM El FM

Coaxiality Error (Urad)

0.001 300 329 322 327
0.002 274 325 333 329
0.003 243 324 335 330
0.004 216 325 335 325
0.005 192 328 344 334

In contrast, each element assembly error of the APT has an inconspicuous different
effect on coaxiality. The maximum value of the CE can reach 700 µrad, far beyond the
allowable limit of the APT pointing error. In satellite laser communication links, if only the
CE is considered, the maximum value of the CE should not exceed the field-of-view angle
of the fine-tracking CCD. However, the fine-tracking CCD work bandwidth is very high
(Kilohertz level). Its pixels are limited to a small number (tens in value), resulting in a field
of view that spans hundreds of microradians. The data in Tables 2–5 show that the dihedral
angle error has less influence on coaxiality than the planeness error because the dihedral
error can be treated as a small, peculiar planeness error that has a faster convergence speed.
Therefore, in coaxiality measurements, a CCR with a small planeness error is preferred.
Comparing the data in Tables 6 and 7, we find that when the CCR dihedral angle error and
planeness error take different values, the coaxiality error steadily shows a downward trend
as the assembly error increases, which indicates that there is a counteraction between the
two errors; therefore, an appropriate CCR can be selected to reduce the coaxiality error. In
practical cases, the PAM works in an open loop, and the CE will affect the communication
link stability. However, the inter-satellite link or satellite-to-ground link is defined at a
specific time; that is, the rotation angle of the APT has a certain value. Therefore, calibration
can be performed to reduce the CE to an acceptable value at these special rotation angles.

5. Discussion

The CE can influence the beam pointing accuracy, particularly the point-ahead beam,
which is responsible for communication, but the PAM works in an open loop, which may
increase the communication bit error rate or even cause link interruption; therefore, it is
necessary to calibrate the CE. We propose that the main factor causing the CE is the beam
reflection, as one side involves the reflective element in the APT system, while the other
involves the CCR, which is used to retro-reflect the beam. We established a CCR geometric
error model for the planeness error and dihedral angle error and analyzed the wavefront of
the reflected beam. The facula energy distribution indicated that the combination of the two
errors severely deformed the facula. The laser transmission model in the APT system was
derived, and the beam-pointing error results indicated that different reflective elements
have different influences on the pointing error: the closer the distance to the laser source,
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the greater the impact on the pointing error before the intersection point. However, after
this point, the opposite tendency was observed. This is related to the structural form of the
APT system, where each assembly error not only increases the pointing error but may also
decrease it; therefore, the pointing-error tendency is not static. The CE simulation results
show that the dihedral angle error has less influence on the coaxiality than the planeness
error, and there is a measure of counteraction between the errors. We can choose a smaller
planeness error CCR in the actual testing process and find a counteracting point to reduce
the CE as much as possible.

6. Conclusions

In satellite laser communication, beam-pointing accuracy is crucial for link stability.
Thus, precise calibration is required before the terminal starts in-orbit operation, but the
factors that affect the coaxiality error are unclear and lack effective adjustment methods.
We analyzed the coaxiality error of a periscope-type APT system based on the CCR ray
reflection method. The CCR geometrical error was established and analyzed, in which the
dihedral angle and planeness errors were considered. The influence mathematical model of
the CCR geometrical error on a wavefront was established, and the spot energy distribution
was analyzed, the simulation data indicates that even if the wavefront distortion caused by
CCR error is symmetrically distributed, the energy distribution of the diffraction faculae
is not uniform. Subsequently, the influence of the mirror-element assembly error on APT
beam-pointing accuracy was studied after the beam transformation model was established.
Then, based on the above analysis, the coaxiality error under the influence of CCR geo-
metrical and APT assembly errors was studied. The results showed that the increase in
assembly error made the APT system’s beam-pointing error more linear. The planeness
error has a greater influence on the coaxiality error than that of the CCR dihedral angle
error. However, if all errors take on different values, there will also be a certain amount of
counteraction to the CE; therefore, error balancing can be adopted based on this principle
to reduce CE. Moreover, the influence level of each assembly error of the APT system on
coaxiality was broadly consistent, and the maximum coaxiality error can reach 700 µrad
under the current simulation condition, which is beyond the limit value for the APT system.
We hope this study provides some reference for the design of an APT system.
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